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Why Use DOIs
Open sharing initiatives are spreading: open data, open science, open 
access, open source

DOIs provide a great way to promote open sharing, because it allows 
the content creator to establish a permanent link to the object.
● Get credit for your research.
● Promote scientific re-use of your work
● Add DOI to ORCID record
Get more citations and monitor your results.
● When the object get cited by others, even if is moved to a new 

location, the citation reference will always work, as long as the 
metadata is updated.



Why Use DOIs
Meet your funder's data management, tracking and sharing 
requirements: 
• Ensure transparency and accountability
• Funders requiring bibliographies, which can be populated via ORCID
Storage is going global: 
• Keep track of your work over long-term projects and far-flung 

teams.
• Objects can move where you need them to go.  You can update the 

target URL multiple times, but the persistent identifier remains the 
same.



Campus DOI Services in 2016

• Managed through California 
Digital Library's EZID

• Outreach to LIGO and Campus 
Centers

• DOI Creation through EZID form

https://ezid.cdlib.org/
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Background on the Library's DOI Service
Originally set up as an EZID service in 2013.  Loss of support from 
California Digital Library's EZID service as of April 2018 forced Library to 
review alternatives.  

Became a direct DataCite member in 2018 to support DOI needs of 
campus centers, theses, and technical reports

Development of workflows and scripts for generating DOIs for content 

in the following library-managed repositories: CaltechTHESIS, 

CaltechDATA; CaltechAUTHORS



Why DataCite
California Digital Library's EZID ended  support for non-UC users in April 

2018,  so we needed to migrate all our existing DOIs to another service.

Caltech already had 1090 DOIs assigned through EZID to theses alone. 

Another 97 EZID DOIs belonged to Caltech Data Centers interested in 

using the Library’s  DOI services.

Main concern was that we didn’t want to lose any of the rich metadata 

we had already added to the EZID DOI records.



Why DataCite
CrossRef limited the number and type of  metadata fields available for 

thesis DOIs, whereas DataCite provided the flexibility needed to retain 

the metadata in transferred records, and to continue to create 

metadata-rich records in the future.

Caltech decided to go with DataCite, and the migration was completed 

May 31, 2018.

We now provide the ability to create both self-service and custom DOIs.



Current Activity
Caltech Library now has the ability to generate DataCite DOIs using one 
of several workflows: 
• Run an automated script against EPrints records, generating DOI 

records in DataCite and adding the assigned DOI directly to the 
repository record

• Log on to Caltech Library's DataCite account and enter the metadata 
using the Fabrica web form

• Thesis authors are encouraged to deposit supplemental material in 
CaltechDATA, which assigns DOIs  automatically. DOIs are then 
added to thesis records.



Updating DOI metadata in DataCite
Thesis records in CaltechTHESIS do get updated as metadata is 
completed or changed on both newer and older records, typos are 
fixed, etc.

All of our released theses have DOIs assigned to them.  Project was 
completed in early 2021.

• Export list of EPrints record IDs
• Run against script
• Records in DataCite get automatically updated, but DOIs in 

CaltechTHESIS records don’t change.



Deliberate Automation for Repositories

• Our Eprints repositories have lots of metadata – DataCite should have it

XML for 
Theses XML

Fabrica 
Upload 
Form

https://github.com/caltechlibrary/epxml_to_datacite
https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.1652
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Why not use a repository plugin?

• We want all our metadata mapped

• Current thesis version includes 43 
DataCite metadata fields

• Custom handling of ORCIDS, Dates, 
Majors and Minors, Groups
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Metadata mapping

creators and contributors

given
family
orcid

title
date
gradofc_approval_date or date
thesis_degree
abstract
keywords, option_major, option_minor
funders

agency
grant_number

rights
related_url
other_numbering_system

creators and contributors
add affiliation
givenName
familyName
nameIdentifier

add publisher
add language
add version
titles
publicationYear
date/Accepted or Available
recourceType
description/Abstract
subjects
fundingReferences

funderName
awardNumber

rightsList
relatedIdentifier (CaltechDATA DOIs)
identifier



Technical Approach

• Started with existing Python library 
https://github.com/inveniosoftware/datacite

• Uses a JSON Schema to translate XML
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Further Automation - download & upload

• Adding automation slowly once we’ve verified everything works

Automated 
Upload (MDS)

Automated 
Download

Add DOI to 
Repository 15

XML for 
Theses XML



Demo
• Get Eprint ID(s)
• Open Anaconda
• Run script



Continual upgrades to add metadata
• JSON-only workflow is more flexible
• Utilizes https://github.com/inveniosoftware/datacite

Automated 
Upload (REST)

Automated 
Download

Add DOI to 
Repository 17

XML for 
Theses JSON



What changed in metadata mapping?
• New version supports ROR identifiers for 

affiliations
• ROR identifiers are open identifiers for research 

organizations (https://ror.org/)
• Like ORCID, makes it easy to distinguish 

organizations with the same name
• Theses are straightforward since everyone is 

affiliated with Caltech (https://ror.org/05dxps055)



What’s the impact?
• ROR Identifiers allows thesis records to be associated with Caltech

• When you register all your metadata, things just happen

https://commons.datacite.org/ror.org/05dxps055?resource-type=text
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CaltechDATA and DOIs

• DOI minting is critical 

• JSON metadata fields map to 
DataCite

• All metadata sent to DataCite

• An Invenio-based repository 
that uses the same python 
library

• We host thesis-related 
supplements

https://data.caltech.edu
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CaltechThesis-CaltechDATA Crosslinks

https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.234
https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.235
https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.236
https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.237

Researcher upload files to 
CaltechDATA while writing

https://doi.org/10.7907/Z9NC5Z7H

Researcher 
includes DOI 

in thesis 
metadata

Link automatically added 
to CaltechDATA



Geology Thesis Data

Many theses from the geology division include items in a pocket

Turner 1928
Uhrig 1936

Foote 1951



Geology theses with DOI links to CaltechDATA
• Uhrig, Leonard Frederick (1936) Structural Study of a Portion of the Lang 

and Humphreys Quadrangles, Los Angeles County, California. Master's 
thesis, California Institute of Technology. doi:10.7907/94C6-N844. 
https://resolver.caltech.edu/CaltechTHESIS:03282010-111919127

• Foote, Royal Stuart (1951) The Geology of the Houser Canyon Pegmatite 
with an X-Ray Analysis of Monazite. Master's thesis, California Institute of 
Technology. doi:10.7907/R3W3-M749. 
https://resolver.caltech.edu/CaltechTHESIS:03122010-084454404

• Turner, Francis Earl (1928) The Geology of the Quail Lake Region. Master's 
thesis, California Institute of Technology. doi:10.7907/B4EE-8Y50. 
https://resolver.caltech.edu/CaltechTHESIS:12232009-114429525



Metadata Enrichment

• Each plate examined by library staff

• Keywords 

• Description

• Plate dates

• Geographic coordinates

Edwards 1948

Ventura Basin, Pico Formation, Repetto Formation, Modelo Formation, 
Saugus Formation, San Martinez Grande Canyon, Ramona Fault

Geologic map of the Del Valle area

1947
{[34.467,-118.7],[34.467,-118.6],[34.4,-118.7],[34.4,-118.6]}



maps.library.caltech.edu

https://doi.org/10.22002/D1.856



What’s the impact?
• Using DOIs, we can uniquely identify theses and supplemental data

• By fully registering metadata, we make our content visible

https://commons.datacite.org/ror.org/05dxps055?resource-type=text
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Thanks!

Thanks to the amazing Caltech Library Staff

Want to see the script? 
https://github.com/caltechlibrary/epxml_to_datacite

Want to chat?
tmorrell@caltech.edu
kjohnson@caltech.edu
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